Laws of Dimensions and Seven Rays

Dimensions Created Along the Seven Rays
X=1+0
1 = Everything
0 = Nothing
1+0=1
Everything and Nothing = Everything

All atoms to be in all moments of now are a microcosm/macromasm.
(space past / space future).

Atoms will arise from nothing; always have, hence something always returns to nothing. In which case
is the essence of becoming once again?
“Nothing endures forever”

Nothing = O = Reason of limit (Infiniti forms)
Also less is more and high to lower or lower to higher states are relative.
0 + 0 = ∞

1. All was first conceived by a Void of Chaos
2. Chaos was all ,existing as potential entorpy
3. First, friction around gravity involution, creating alyers of fabric
4. Different layers (dimensions)
5. The involution around the singuarlity created a bifuaction point for chaos to swsirl timelessly.
6. Chaos, the First Lord, led eistence through a refining process of the void.
7. A: Void >> notthing + nothingness = something = something >> everything

1. Microbe (Atom/Disorder)(That which is)
2. Earth (Direct Perception)(What we see)
3. Earth-Sun-Moon (Solar System in Relative to Earth (direct perception))(What we sense)

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Stars – Relative to Solar System(Heliocentric Arch-Types/Persona)
All Worlds (Love)
Absolute (Oneness)
Luck/Fortitude(Heaven)
Infinity (All that is)
Complete (All that is beyond yonder be)

The (Atom) Microbe of the World entails all possibilities of a World, supported in the first is the
last and the last is the first; stating that the Microbe is Absolute yet also the Microbe in relativity
and quantum mechanics.
The second dimension is the direct perception; a visual plane inferred through colour and what
one perceives with their Rayon.
The third dimension is relative to the second dimension because it is a direct perception within
the laws of physics. Time exists in this dimension in fourth (psychological (intention) time)) or
third dimensional time.

The Fourth dimension is space-time; a field of awareness conscious only by movement of self.
Also known as the Astral Realm.

The fifth dimension is Love, as there are higher rates of probability of Order. Thus love is created
within the premise of the Star of David, as it has 6 points, and the 6 dimensions are relative to the
sixth. The fifth dimension is within and without possibilities due to 5t h eternal probabilities.
The World {5} is opposites.
Change in infinite creates motion from the atoms and exists so such do their opposites.

A fifth dimensional being exists with another can create a sixth dimensional being through Love,
enacting the presence and essence of what is.
The sixth dimension is Absolute, as It is relative to the Fifth and encompasses all moments of now
and Love; hence Harmony in Order through the no choice of a dimensions of love. Psychic nature
is involved in the sixth dimension, hence known as the “beast”.

The 7th dimension is a limit A point or dimension is a limit. The highest limit of Heaven, all
moments meeting on the Now when the Absolute is present.

Due to the laws of the seven rays

Until that limit and point is reached there are only expressions of the time line.
Courses of events lead to limits of Alpha and Omega, beginning and end.
Thus all points of beginning, middle, and end are expressed in the now; xyz.
The now expressed by the law of attraction, that all moments are coming together to a point, and
the point will be eternity expressed in all moments of a single “Now”. Now is eternity and all
eternity is expressed through everything. All points meet at now and are expressed out as strings
of relative atoms (disorder) and move the Entropy in an Open System to a higher state of
Coherence or Order. Order is law of Highest Heaven, where one is in Peace, Harmony and Balance
within and without the Universe.

We are a frame’s of Order subject to conditioning as due to hierarchy of dimensions.

Disorder is matter relative to an inconsistent plane (dimension), pathway of the electron, as
disorder would be a “Lesser dense” state of microbe or Universe.

